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Abstract. Extended Version of AKS theorem is used in conjunction with co-cycle and moment

map to derive some new integrable systems in loop algebra. In the first case we get equations like,
three wave interaction, second order matrix nonlinear system, while in the case of moment map we
obtain generalizations of dispersive water wave equation and MKdV system.

1 Introduction

The Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem [1] is one of the most important tools for the construction
and investigation of the properties of nonlinear integrable systems. The AKS theorem gives a

purely Lie theoretic setting to the study of such systems. Whether the underlying Lie algebra
is finite or infinite dimensional, the theorem can always be used to construct the integrable
equation. Its use provides a Lax pair and a Hamiltonian structure just by construction.
Moreover, the complete integrability of the nonlinear dynamical systems [2] so constructed,
is always guaranteed due to Liouville's theorem, which demands the existence of an infinite
number of conserved quantities in involution.

On the other hand, moment maps [3] have also been used in relation to integrable systems.
Efforts have been made to provide a systematic link between integrable systems, flows in loop
algebras and integrable systems of partial differential equations through the use of moment

maps. The construction of such maps allows us to apply the results of the AKS theorem to
derive large class of integrable systems from the commutativity of the flows.
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In the present paper, we follow a generalization of the AKS theorem due to Reyman et
al [4] to derive some new integrable systems in loop algebra. Among these is the three wave
interaction system which is of considerable interest in plasma physics [5], later in the paper,
we utilize the moment map construction along with the extended AKS theorem to deduce

some more integrable equations among which are the familiar mKdV and the generalized
Nonlinear Schrödinger and dispersive water wave equations.

Let us outline the motivation for this paper. Although the AKS theorem has been around
for quite some time, we felt that its application in obtaining new as well as interesting
integrable systems is fairly nontrivial and therefore worth studying. Moreover, the use of
the extended AKS theorem in the back drop of the moment map technique seems to be a

pretty interesting formalism.

Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the extended AKS theorem
in the context of loop algebra and use it in section 3 to derive some new integrable systems.
In section 4 we introduce the moment map concept and study Poisson commutativity via
the extended AKS theorem, Finally in section 5 we derive some coupled integrable PDEs by
using the formulation of section 4.

2 The Loop algebra and the extended AKS Theorem

Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra which can be written as the vector space direct sum,
g kÇ&n, where k and n are not only subspaces but they are also subalgebras. Suppose

we are adding a co-cycle with g, then g* g © 5R. Further, suppose that we have a non
degenerate, ad-invariant bilinear form < >: g*Xg* —* C; by means of which we can identify
the dual of g*, i.e. g*. From this bilinear form one can identify k* ~ nx and n* ~ kL, where

< kx,k >= 0 =< nLkL,n >. Let (a:,a) £ g* where X £ g and a € 3ft. Then we have the
commutator bracket,

[(x,a),(y,b)} ([x,y},Jtixy') (1)

On g*, the defining bilinear form will be,

<(x,a),(y,b)>=ab +JtTxy (2)

Let g g* x C[A,A_1] be the affine Lie algebra related to g*, that is, the loop algebra of
formal Laurent series in A with coefficients in g*.

The Lie bracket on g is defined by

[(E^,o(A)),(f;y^,6(A))] YY[xl,yj]X^,Res(tr /(£*,*)(£yjA*)) (3)
i=r j=k i=r j=k i j

With this preparation we can now state the basic idea of AKS Theorem. Let L be a co-
adjoint orbit (which is actually the Lax operator under consideration) through an element
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of the Lie algebra, then the AKS theorem asserts,

~ [L, nn(WH)} + dx(irn(VH)) (4)

7Tn denoting projection on the subalgebra n and VH are ad* invariant functions obtained as

solution of the equation
[L,VH} + dx(VH) 0 (5)

Let us now introduce the extended AKS theorem due to Reyman et al. [4]. An element
Y of n* ~ k1- is called an (infinitesimal) character of n if

[X, Y]k± =OVXen (6)

Let IY be defined by Iy(p) I(p + Y), p £ g*.

Now, [X, Y) T.T1-OC ££LoK bj]Xl+f For [A", Y] 0 the commutator must contain only
negative powers of A. Hence, the only allowed value of j which satisfies (6) is j 0. Then
in the loop algebra case, we have Y(X) — Y, Y £ g is a character of n.

It is now easy to deduce that in case of the extended AKS theorem, the ad* - invariant
ring of functions which are in involution will be determined from the condition,

[L',VH(L')]+dx(VH(L'))=Q (7)

where
L' L + Y (8)

The Hamiltonian flow is given by an equation of the following form,

Lt [I/, 7rn(VH(L'))} + dx(nn(VH(L'))) (9)

In equations (4) and (9) the derivative is with respect to the spatial coordinate x.

3 Integrable Systems via Extended AKS Theorem

Before applying the extended AKS theorem to derive new integrable systems, it is necessary
to calculate explicitly the co-adjoint orbit in nL. We assume, without any loss of generality,
that g is already in a faithful, linear representation.

Let 6 X~3M £ n1- Ç K* and let 9j be the co-adjoint orbit in k* generated by f> £ exp(k).
Then a general element L in 0{ is given by [6,7],

L(X) [(b'1 S </>]_ [exp(-(AÇ! + A2Ç2 + ...))A~3 Mexp((A£i + X% + A3&)]
X~3A + X~2B + X^E

Here A, B and E are functions determined by M, fi, £2, etc., [ ]_ denotes the projection
into the sub algebra n.
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In case of the extended AKS theorem, the orbit will be given by (8).

To determine the ad* invariant functions, we take

oo

vh y ^k~3k-3 (11)
fc=0

and use (7). Easy calculation shows that,

7Tn(WH) X-3A + X-2B + X-1E (12)

which is the second Lax operator for the integrable equation to be deduced below. Equation
(9) leads to the following Hamiltonian flows,

At [Y, A] + Ax, Bt [Y, B] + Bx, Et [Y, E) + Ex (13)

Equation (13) shows clearly how the extended AKS theorem gives rise to nonlinearity in the

system. Setting Y 0 would give a linear system of equations. Choosing Y A + B + E,
we arrive at the following system of equation,

At [B + E,A]+Ax, Bt [E + A,B} + Bx, Et [A + B,E} + Ex (14)

Equations (14) are similar to those for the system of three wave interaction encountered in
plasma physics.

For clarity we write out the first of equations (13) in non-matrix form. Choosing SL(2)
as the underlying finite dimensional algebra and writing a general element X of this element
in the form,

X Xi03 + X2o+ + A>_ (15)

(o3, o+ and <r_ being Pauli matrices) we obtain the system of equations,

Au Au + Y2A3 - Y3A2, A2t A2x + 2(YXA2 - Y2AX), A» A3x + 2(Y3AX - YXA3) (16)

It is apparent that application of the usual AKS theorem (Yx Y2 — Y3 0) would never
give rise to the nonlinear system of equations (16).

As another example of our formalism, we take the orbit as

L' X'2A + X^B + Y (17)

Taking
oo

VH Y^1hk-i (18)
fc=0

and proceeding as before, we arrive at,

7TnVH(L') A"M (19)
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which is the second Lax operator for this problem. Use of equation (9) leads to

At [B,A], Bt [Y,A]+Ax (20)

If we take y to be a consistent matrix and A Wt then equation (20) gives

Wa [[Y,W],Wt} + [Wx,Wt] (21)

This second order nonlinear matrix system was considered by Calogero [8] earlier. Again it
is clear that use of the usual AKS theorem would not lead to equation (21), We write out
(21) in non-matrix form as follows:

Wxtt 2yi(W2W3t + W3W2t) - 2y2WiW3t - 2y3WxW2t + W2xW3t - W3xW2i (22)

Wm 2y2(W3W2t + 2WiWit) - 2y3W2W2t - 4yxW2Wit + 2(WixW2t - W2xWu (23)

W3tt 2y3(2WiWu + W2W3t) - 4yiW3Wlt - 2y2W3W2t + 2(W3xWu - WixW3t) (24)

It is clear that there is no triviality or overdeterminacy in the system of equations (22-24).

Furthermore, examples of new integrable systems may be constructed following the
procedure outlined above.

4 Moment Maps

We first recapitulate the necessary definitions regarding moment maps. More details can be

found in [3],

Let (M,u)) be a symplectic manifold, for / £ C°°(M) the associated Hamiltonian vector
field Xf is defined by

Xf J w df (25)

an the Poisson bracket in C°°(M) is :

{f,g} -Xf(g) (26)

Then C°°(M) may be regarded as a Lie algebra with respect to the Poisson-Lie bracket and

denoting the Lie algebra of vector fields on the manifold M by x(M), the map

ß :C°°(M)^x(M),ß(f) -Xf (27)

is a homomorphism of Lie algebras.

Let <b : G x M —> M be a smooth group action preserving u> and denote by G the Lie

algebra of G. The infinitesimal G action is given by the homomorphism [9,10].

o : G - x(M), o(0(x) -ft(b(exp(tO,x: Ç£G, x£M (28)
t=o
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The G action is called Hamiltonian if there exists a moment map:

J : M-^G*

such that the hamiltonian flow generated by < j, £ > coincides with x —* q>(exp(t£),x), i.e.

X<u> o(0 (29)

Let Mh,t be the space of complex N x r matrices, and let us identify M^r ~ M^,r via
the pairing

(F, G) tr (ETG), F,G £ MN,T (30)

Let us consider several group actions on Mn,t x Mn,t which are hamiltonian with respect to
the symplectic form

w tr(dF A dGT) (31)

For n < N let
G? G L(r, C)x...X G L(r, C) (n times) (32)

be the direct product Lie group and

G? gl(r,C)Q...®gl(r,C) (n times) (33)

be its Lie algebra.

Let Ki, K2,..., Kn be positive integers with Kt < r and £™=1 Ä* N. For F £ MN,r, let
Fi denote the Ki x r block whose j-th row is the (Ki -\ h Ki-i + j)-th row of F; i.e. F
has the block form

/FA

F Fi

\FnJ
Now, let us define a Hamiltonian G™ action on Mjv,r x M;v,r by

(g(F,G))i (Fi g7\Gi gf),g (gi...gn) G? (34)

Let a" : G" —> x{Mn,t x Mn.r) denotes the corresponding infinitesimal action. The associated

moment map J™ : M^r x Mn.r(G*)* is given by

J?(F,G)(Xi,X2...Xn) - £tr (Fi Xj Gj] (35)

Identifying gl(r, C)* with <?/(r, G) through the trace of matrix products, and hence (G™)*

with G", we obtain,

J?(F,G) -(Gl Fi,Gl F2, ...,Gl Fn) € G? (36)
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Let us now return to our loop algebra situation. We follow the notations of section 2.

However, in contrast to the def. of the inner product introduced there, here we define the
non degenerate ad-variant inner product by

< X(X), Y(X) >= tr ((X(X) Y(X))o) res(A 0) tr(A~1A:(A)r(A)) (37)

where X(X) Y(X))o denotes the constant term in the formal series X(X), Y(X). Using (49),
we have the identification

(gWr)+r ~ Wr)')± =Ä (38)

Let us now fix n distinct complex numbers Ai, X2, ...,Xn. Since X(X) £ gl(r) is a

polynomial we can evaluate at A at to obtain X(ai) £ gl(r,C). This gives a Lie algebra

homomorphism A : gl(r) —» G™ defined by

A(X(X)) (X(ai),X(a2),....,X(an)) (39)

The kernel of this map is a(X)gl(r) where a(X) Yl?=i (A — oif). Hence we have the exact

sequence of Lie algebra homomorphisms:

0 - a(X)gJ(r)+ - (I) gl(r)+ -* (A) GnT - 0

where 1 is inclusion. The dual sequence is thus

0 - (G?)* - (A)" (gUr)+r - (0* («(A) gW)+)' - 0 (40)

If we identify (Gy )* with (Gy by using the trace component wise, and (gl(r) )* with

(gl(r) )o we get
n y oo n

a* (Yi...Yn) a yrz^ £(£««?) x'k (41)
j=l Ä ai k=0 i=l

Using (39) and (41) we arrive at the following expression for the moment map Jr.

For (F,G) £ Mw.r x MN,r, we have

X(F,G) E^4 (42)
Ct; — Xz=l *

where we identify (gl(r) )* with gl(r)0

For further formulation, let us consider the loop algebra s/(2,G). Denote the column
vectors of F by -jz(x, y) where x, y £ Cn. Those of G are then -js{—y, x) and the symplectic

form is given by lo dx A dy. This follows from the fact that in the sl(2, C) case we can
take G FYX where Yi o+ - a_. The moment map for the sl(2, C) action is

J2(x,v) t (<5a(^,y)o-3 + Q\(y,y)o-+ - Q\(x,x)o_ (43)
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where

Qx(£,V) £ j^1- (44)
X — OL;

2 — 1 *

and Ç (£i, £2, • • •, Çn), f} (r}i,r}2,- ¦ ¦, rjn) £ 5Rn and we now have the expression for </>y as,

<^y (A-(A)) f>(X(X) + XY) (45)

where Y £ sl(2, C) and <f> £ I(sl(2) We shall now try to generate new integrable systems
by using the concept of the moment map in conjunction with the extended AKS Theorem.

To this end, let N(X) 72(x,y) and define AT'(A) N(X) + XY, write

L'W f1 N'(X) L(X) + ^Y (46)

where

We take,

L(X) 2g) AT(A) (47)

L(A) L0 + LxA"1 + L2X-2 +.... + L^A"1"1 (48)

a4^ A +0l + A-'oa +... + X-(-n-»an (49)
An

Consider the ad* invariant functions on SL(2, C)* given by

<t>k(X,(X)) 1-tT(^^(X(X)2) (50)

and let tk. denote the time parameter for the Hamiltonian flow of fa. Then we have the

equation of motion ,as

JLN<X) =[{^1N'{X))+,N'(X)} (51)

^(^L(A))^[(A^(A))+,^L'(A)] (52)

-^L(A) [(Afc L'(X))+, L'(X)} (53)
dtk

In particular,

L'(X) XY + (L0 + aiY) + (Lx + a2Y) X'1 + + (Ln_j + anY) A"^1» (54)

It may be noted that the Lax equation (53) is constructed with the help of the moment map
- N(X) J2

Having completely described the formulation of the extended AKS Theorem in the context

of the moment map, we can now use this procedure to generate new integrable systems.
This will be discussed in next section. Obviously, we can take Y 0 and thereby return
to the AKS Theorem and construct integrable systems also from there. Further, we can
use automorphisms of the Lie algebra to generate integrable systems starting from the AKS
Theorem. All these will be done in the next section.
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5 Some Integrable Systems using Moment Map.

Example I

Let us take k 0 and k 1 successively in (53). Then we obtain the first few nontrivial
equations as follows

^ [Y Li] (55)

^1 [Lo, Li] + [Y, L2 + axLx - a2L0] (56)
dio

and

ff [Y> L2] (57)

An invariant of the flows is |tr (L'(X)) which when taken as zero and L'(X) substituted
reduces to,

tr [YLX + LXY + 2a2Y2 + L2 + a2xY2 + ax(L0Y + YL0)} 0 (58)

Taking

Y Yx03 + Y2o++Y3o-, L0 ao3 + bo+ + co„., Lx so3+vo++uo^,L2 sa3+vo++uo^
(59)

we obtain, from above, the following sets of equations

ax Y2u - Y3v bx 2(YiV - Y2s) cx (Y3s - ;Yiu) (60)

sx bv - cv + (Y2U - Y3V) + ai(Y2u - Y3v) - a2(Y2c - Y3b) (61)

vx 2(av - bs) + 2(Yiv - Y2s) + 2ai(YiV ;-Y2s) - 2a2(Yib - Y2a) (62)

Ux 2(cs - au) + 2(Y3s - Yiu) + 2ai(Y3s - Yiu) - 2a2(Y3a - Yxc) (63)

and

at Y2 U - Y3 V bt 2(Yi V - Y2s), Ct 2(Y3s - Yt U) (64)

where we have taken t0 x and tx t.

(a2 + be) + 2sYx + (vY3 + uY2) + (2a2 + a\)(Y2 : +Y2Y3) + ax (2axYx + bY3 + cY2) 0 (65)

Instead of pursuing the general case, which will be too complicated we shall now consider
two special cases as follows :

Case 1: Y2 Y3 0, Yx const, whence we obtain ax 0at whereby a 0 (by choice)

bx - 2Yi v cx - 2Yi u (66)

bt 2YXV ,ct - 2YX U (67)
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sx bu-cv,vx -2bs+2YiV+2axY-lv-2a2Yxb,ux 2cs-2YxU-2axYxu+2a2Yxc, (68)

be + 2sYx + (2a2 + a\)Y2 0 (69)

From the above equations, we finally obtain the flows

h rjr (bxx - 2b2c - 2a\ Y2 b - axbx (70)
ZYi

°t w (a= - 26 c2 - 2o?.yi2c - alCx (71)

which is very similar to this NLS eqn.

Case 2: Yi 0, Y2, Y3 constants. Proceeding as in case 1, we obtain the flows,

at - rrr (^ - 2a2 6) - -| b3 + a\ Y3 b - ox a, (72)
zr2 r2

fe* - w (°** - 2a3) - %r + a\Y2a - axbx (73)
^r3 r2

This is a generalization of the Dispersive Water Wave Equations (10).

Example II
For this example, we turn to the ordinary AKS Theorem and use it in conjunction with the
moment map construction i.e setting Y 0 and fc 0 and 2 successively we obtain the

following nontrivial equations,

S °' if =[io'iJ ' Hr= |z""Li1 + [i"1J ' têt [io'iJ + |L"Lj| (74)

f=0,f ^,i4] (75,

Since L0 is conserved, we take Lo \(o3 + o+ + <r_). Further, we take

Li sa3 + vo+ + uà-, L2 S o3 + V o+ + U cr_ L3 S a3 + Vi 0+ + Ui ct_ (76)

The equations turn out to be:

sx l-(U - V) vx V - S ux S - U (77)

Sx hUi-Vi) + vU-uV, Ux Sx-Ux + 2(uS - sU),Vx Vi-S1 + 2(aV-vS) (78)

st=:S-lx-(vUi- vVi), ut UXx - 2(uSx - sU{), vt VXx - 2(sVx - vSi) (79)
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We obtain the following connecting equations.

13 1 3 11U - - Vx - - ux - - (s2 + : uv), V -vx - -ux - -(s2 + uv) (80)

with
V + U -2s (81)

We also have the invariant conditions

S + \ (U + V) + (s2 + uv) 0 (82)

Sx + ì (Ux + Vi) + 2 s s + u V + v U 0 (83)

which lead to relations,

Ui -uxx + -(uxv - uvx) - -u2v - -uv2 - -u3 (84)

11 3 11Vi -vxx + -(uxv - uvx) - -uv2 - -u2v - -v3 (85)

and finally to the following coupled mkdV equations in u and v,

4ut 2uxxx — 3v2ux — 3u2ux — 18uuxv, 4vt 2vxxx — 3u2vx — 3v2vx — 18uvvx (86)

Example III
For this example, consider the moment map

h{F,G) ±Y-^h (87)

where, for the sL(2,C) algebra under consideration, we have Fi \(x,y) and Gi

-75(—y, x) since ti(GjFt) 0. Under the automorphism [9]

1'2 (F, G) H (A) J2 (F, G) H (A)"1 A -» A' g(X) qX (88)

where

H(X) o3 + X(q - l)o-+

and we take q2 1, and finally take q — 1. The moment map becomes,

k (F, G)
± è^ + q- t F(A)GrF-Trl (89)V ; 2 ^ at - X 2 £ï a{ - oA v ;

Under further action with i/(A) and A' gA we obtain

H(X) J2 (F, G) H(X)-1 J2 (F, G) (90)
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which explicitly proves the automorphism in question. Written out in full, the moment map
becomes,

h(F, G) £ Y[Ao3 + Bo+ - Do.} (91)

where,

2 •i=i

X2X2+X(XjY,-X,Xf)

D _ (-2X3X2+a^Y2+2XalX,Yi+2X2(aiX2-XiYi))
U - X2-a2

D. aiX}
X2-a2

Now choose AT(A) J2(F,G) and

L(X) A2L<2> + AL« + X-(2n-1)L2n_x (92)

and the Lax form of the equation

-^L(A) [(A2fcL(A))+,L(A)] (93)
dtk

where the invariants are given by,

1 //A2fca(A)x(A)2, lnA.<bk(x(X)) -tr(( yn )o) (94)

and tk denotes the time parameter for the hamiltonian flow of <f>k.

1,(2) - 2 V™ a+ L« V™ o3 + V™ (7+ L0 - îÇ- o3 (95)

Lx uxo3+VxOjr+(Oio^,L2 u2o3+V2o+, L3 u3o3+V3a++oj3a3, L4 u/xrr3+Via+ (96)

Now let us set fc 1 and 2 successively in (93). Then we find L^ is conserved and
hence we may set it equal to zero. In turn, this implies that L^ is conserved and therefore

may be set equal to zero. Finally, we find that L0 is conserved and may also be set to zero,

identifying ti x and t2 t, we obtain the following nontrivial equations:

^ 0 ^2 [Li,L3] ^ [LiM + [L2,L3] ^ [LiM + [L2,L4] (97)

and

^-O.&.fo.« (98)

from which we obtain,
at at

[Lj, L4] (99)
dL2

dt dx
Since Lx is conserved set Li a o3 + ß o+ + 7 <r_ and for simplicity take a ß 7 1.

The explicit equations we get are the following:

u2x u3 - v3 v2x 2 (v3 - U3) U3 L03 (100)
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u3x -i>4 + v2lo3 uj3x 2u4 - 2u2uj3 v3x 2(v4 - uf) + 2(u2v3 - v2u3) (101)

and the invariant

tr [A4 (L(A)2)o] tr [Lx L3 + L - 3 Lj + L22] constant (102)

From these relations, it is easy to obtain

1
2

1 1 o 3 1 1

v2 -2u2,-3 to3 --u2--v2x,v3 --u2 + -v2x,v4 -2u4 --u2xx + -u2 (103)

Hence, we get the flow [12] as:

8u2t u2xxx - Qu\u2x (104)

which is nothing but the mKdV equation.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have obtained some integrable systems via the extended AKS Theorem
and the moment map technique. It is interesting to note that some new non linear equations
along with those already known are deduced. The moment map formalism helps to reduce
the number of dependent variables. An immediate extension is the application of the method
to super-Lie algebra which will give rise to supersymmetric integrable system. The bi-
Hamiltonian structure and other properties of these equation will be the subject of our future
investigation. One of the authors (LM.) is grateful to CSIR (Govt, of India) for a Fellowship.
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